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.RADIOECOLOGICAL EDUCATION AND PERCEPTION OF RADIATION RISK

IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

StavrovAndrej

Training, Research and Information Center on the problems of radiation

protection, power engineering and radioecological education (TRIC)

Republic of Belarus

As a result of catastrophe at the Chernobyl NPP almost the forth

part of the territory of the Republic of Belarus has been contaminated

with radioactive elements, near two billion people continue to live at

this territory. An enormous economic damage to the republic has been

caused, what affects all the population. The situation in considerable

extent is complicated by heavy energy crisis formed in Belarus as a

consequence of known historical reasons.

One of the main reason of the crisis is practically complete ab-

sence of fuel resources in Belarus ( its requirements are covered only

for 10.5% with output of about 2 million ton ofoil, 0.5 milliard cu-

bic meters of gas, some peat, etc.). That circumstamce made to return

back to the idea to create atomic power engineering in Belarus.

Coincidence in time of the events mentioned above has created the

situation when public opinion up to the recent time was negative with

respect to the construction of NPP in spite of availability of strong

enough reasonability for that. The reason is evident - Chernobyl NPP

accident.

Thus, traditional for all countries activity with public accep-

tance.of nuclear power engineering is going on in Belarus in a speci-

fic conditions among the people suffered from nuclear power enginee-

ring directly. That circumstance has required the development of nons-

tandard approach, composing both advertisement of positive features

and merits of NPP and radioecologic education of practically all popu-

lation of the republic to satisfy the measures on radiation protection

and overcoming the consequences of catastrophe.
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With that objective in 1993 a Republican Scientific-Training and

Information Center on the problems of radiation protection, power en-

gineering and radioecologic education has been created.

Since then its main directions of activity became radioecologic

education in the frame of training and upgrading the qualification for

the specialists busy in the programme of overcoming the consequences

of Chernobyl NPP catastrophe, informing the management bodies and po-

pulation on the problems of radiation protection, radioecology, nucle-

ar power engineering and consequences of ChNPP catastrophe.

Reasonability of composing of all mentioned activity in one cen-

ter was stimulated by the following reasons. For radiation protection

purposes a wide network of radiation control, consisting of almost 200

laboratories and providing the control of the content of radionuclides

in environment, food, goods, produced in zones of radioactive contami-

nation, was created. A numerous structures in management bodies busy

with fulfilling the State programme on overcoming the consequences of

Chernobyl NPP accident were organized. The main task of the center is

to provide these laboratories and organizations with highly qualified

personal, upgrading of their qualification. From another point of view

this category of specialists are working mainly on the territories,

.suffered from ChNPP accident and local population trust them. In this

way the pecialists mentioned are able to influence on respect of po-

pulation to the problems of radioactivity and nuclear power enginee-

ring.

Thus, composing of educational activity in the field of radiation

protection, preparation of special information materials and their

dissemination through the specialists, trained in the center, permit

effectively carry out the radioecologic education of population espe-

cially in the districts of radiation contamination.' That in its turn

permits to prepare the background for activity with public acceptance

of nuclear power engineering, which is defined in the National Power

Engineering Programme, approved by the Government in October 1992 In

accordance with this programme the first NPP unit with power 500-1000

MWt (electric) should be put into operation.

An experience of activity of BelTRIC has shown:
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- forming the public acceptance of nuclear power engineering in

Belarus can be provided only on the basis of general radioecologic

education and enlightenment of practically all population. only in

this case a correct comprehension of radiation risk, first of all as a

term which gives the estimation of perspectives of living at the con-

taminated territories' and consequences of.over-irradiation of popula-

tion as a result of accident at ChNPP, can be provided;

. - absence of proved information during the first years after ca-

tastrophe has formed from one side a distrust to local scientists and

specialists and non-correct understanding and comprehension of radia-

tion risk for the most pf population and representatives of management

and government bodies of different levels;

- creation of the radiation control network in the republic in

addition to the measures on radiation protection of populat on has

formed a specific category of specialists whom population trust rather

more then to the high professionals among the scientists;

- upgrading the qualification and training of mentioned specia-

lists in the field of radiation protection permits in the frame of

educational programme to form a correct understanding of radiation

risk, what in its turn makes easier a comprehension by them the idea

of nuclear power engineering development. That gives the possibility

to disseminate through them the background of radioecologic knowledge

among the population making psychologic stress of Chernobyl NPP acci-

dent less strong;

- during existence of the center over 4000 specialists were trai-

ned in it. Dissemination among them of information materials, recom-

mendations, etc. in addition to numerous publications in press, orga-

nization of special programs on radio and television has changed the

situation in the republic in considerable exten t. If several years ago

a discussion through mass media of the idea of NPP construction in Be-

larus was impossible and that has blocked all the activity in that fi-

eld, now an active calm discussion of the subject is going on and pre-

liminary actions of selection of the site for possible placing the NPP

and type and project of the future nuclear power station have been

started.


